Grand Challenge session D (Virtual) Health, demographic change and wellbeing

Date  Day 1. Wednesday 12 Oct.

Time  16:00-16:50 KST
       09:00-09:50 CEST
       03:00-03:50 EDT

Place  300A

Session Chair  Wolfgang Minker

DialMed: A Dataset for Dialogue-based Medication Recommendation
Zhenfeng He, Yuqiang Han, Zhengqiu Ouyang, Wei Gao, Hongxu Chen, Guandong Xu and Jian Wu

Prompt Combines Paraphrase: Teaching Pre-trained Models to Understand Rare Biomedical Words
Haochun Wang, Chi Liu, Nuwa Xi, Sendong Zhao, Meizhi Ju, Shiwei Zhang, Zheng Zhang, Yefeng Zheng, Bing Qin and Ting Liu

Towards Summarizing Healthcare Questions in Low-Resource Setting
Shweta Yadav and Cornelia Caragea

Global Readiness of Language Technology for Healthcare: What would it Take to Combat the Next Pandemic?
Ishani Mondal, Kabir Ahuja, Mohit Jain, Jacki O'Neill, Kalika Bali and Monojit Choudhury

EmoMent: An Emotion Annotated Mental Health Corpus from two South Asian Countries
Thushari Atapattu, Mahen Herath, Charitha Elvitigala, Piyanjali de Zoysa, Kasun Gunawardana, Menasha Thilakaratne, Kasun de Zoysa and Katrina Falkner